The fortifications XIXth century around Langres

Let you tell ‐ The liberation of Langres
Context
June 6th, 1944, allies of the operation Overlord land in Normandy. In long and hard fights, they go eastward; the 2nd
Armoured Division of Leclerc free definitively Paris on August 25th.
On August 15th, the landing in Provence of the operation Dragon opens a second forehead(front) to the South; the allies,
whom the 1st Armoured Division of the general of Lattre, raises and frees the valleys of the Rhone and from the Saône.
To Langres, since the end of August, the German troops are feverish. Most of the doors are condemned and walled up
(except the doors of Auges and some Compost which are partially blocked and mined), the railway with trammel is
interrupted. At the beginning of September, the water and the electricity are cut.
On September 11th, Dijon is freed. At about 9 pm, a group of French Forces of the Inside acting in front of the advanced
elements of the 1st DB and under the command of the lieutenant FFI Slim (alias André Didier) frees Longeau.
September 12th at about 8:30 am:
The lieutenant Slim decides to pursue towards Saints‐Geosmes that we say defended by around thirty weakly armed German
Covered by some light vehicles, he thinks of taking the village without too much evil. Arrived at some hundreds of metres to
the South of the village, the convoy is stopped by a fed and unexpected shot of machine guns and artillery. During the
collision, the lieutenant Slim is killed. We know henceforth that the enemy is ready to resist to the South of Langres.
5:30 pm:
The first American detachments of the operation Overlord are indicated on the road of Langres to Neufchâteau. The
connection so expected from both armies is close; hardly some kilometres! The German troops of the centre of France are
henceforth surrounded.
22h :
A meeting of command is held in Longeau. It collects the staff of the cuirassiers' 2nd Regiment (armored cars), the 2nd
Regiment of Spahis (armoured light) and the representatives of the FFI premises (the colonel of Grouchy).
It is decided to surround Langres to cut the pension in the enemy troops and attack the citadel where would be deducted
approximately 3000 men.
September 13th from 6:30 am:
As expected, Spahis leaves Village and go to Saints‐Geosmes. They are
soon surrounded by the shots of the enemy deducted in the village.
8 am:
Light tanks and artillery go into action to take the village in pliers …
9 am:
Before even the liberation of Saints‐Geosmes, a squadron of armored
cars of 2nd Cuirassiers (under the command of the captain Fern) begins
Tank with the entry of Sts‐Geosmes
to by‐pass Langres by the West by infiltrating into the valley of Bonnelle
and on the heights of the plateau between Noidant and Perrancey. The FFI of the undergrowth of Auberive will join the
detachment.
9:30 am:
The enemy, reverse, bombarded and completely surrounded in Saints‐Geosmes, goes. Around thirty prisoners are made; a
105 mm cannon, a 210 mm mortar and a machine gun are taken.
Spahis progresses towards Langres whose tours of the cathedral they perceive.
A detachment of armored cars (under the command of the commander Létang) begins its operation of distortion of Langres
by the East, via Corlée and Peigney. The objective is to establish the connection with the squadron Fern in the North of
Langres to surround completely the city.
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1st assault of Spahis against the citadel. The door of the half‐moon (advanced work of the main door) is taken, but 25 metres
separating it from the main door are completely openly and in under the enemy fire powerfully deducted in the citadel.. The
assault is stopped, Spahis withdraws in some hundreds of metres.
Irony of the history: the citadel of Langres built in the middle of the XIXth century knows about this occasion its "baptism of
fire"! This one is singular, because the citadel is then "forbidden" by German troops and "attacked" by French troops. It had
been conceived for the opposite!
The detachment Létang affects the intersection of the road of Vesoul and the canal from the Marne to the Saône.
Noon:
The crossroads Neufchâteau‐Chaumont, at feet of the hill of Forks, is affected by the detachment Fern.
1 pm:
The armored cars of the captain Fern take position at the top of the hill of Forks and bombard the back of German columns
curling up eastward. Without knowing it, they fire at the big person of the troops and the heavy material coming to leave
Langres in the morning.!
The detachment Létang reaches the bridge of Peigney on the canal: it is intact! The enemy undermined it, but had no time to
blow up it. Langres is totally surrounded, but the enemy remains deducted there!

Card of the German
defences of Langres
established by Robert
Henry, commander of the
langroise Resistance: as he
had not been able to
penetrate into the citadel,
he ignores the forces in
presence.
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1:30 pm:
About sixty American parachutists and group of FFI join Spahis
and occupy the ditches of the citadel.
2

14 hours:
Bombardment of the citadel before the second assault of Spahis
rape artillery preparation.
At the same moment, the FFI of Langres manages to contact the
detachment Létang: they announces them that German would
not occupy more than the citadel!
Immediately, the detachment street towards the city. Hillsides
are are climbed by the rib of Auges.

1

1

Carry half‐moon taken by Spahis towards 11h am.

2

Bridge where was mortally touched the Baudouin captain.

3:30 pm:
The captain Baudoin, accompanied with a team of sapper, tries to blow up the door in the explosive. He(it) is mown(pinched)
by a squall of machine gun. Lethally affected, he is returned in the lines where he dies. Unless accepting numerous losses,
the citadel cannot be this way taken!
The dam of the door of Auges is forced by the armored cars of the detachment Létang. They enter city by the door of
Moulins: some skirmishes and short exchanges of shots. Langres is freed, the bells of the cathedral and the Martinmas ring at
any beating!
But we indicate German still deducted in the tower of Navarre and especially in the citadel!
4 pm
The tank "Saint Raphaël" the detachment Létang advances in the field of Navarre: some warning shots across the bows are
pulled(fired) in the direction of the tower of Navarre. The captain Ardisson advances in the direction of the door and adds
German to surrender. It just has the time to avoid a grenade launched in his direction, "Saint Raphaël" aims at the tower, but
a white flag appears: five German officers, whom the commander of the garrison, surrender. During this time, the armored
cars of the detachment Fern force the dam of the door of Compost and grow up to the citadel to take the enemy with
reverse. The city which has just been freed is already dressed by the inhabitants who applaud their liberators!
4 ;30 pm
The tank " Dupleix " (explained street of the Flag in Dijon), followed by four other armored cars, engage a brief but intense
duel of artillery at point‐blank range with a German 105 mm cannon installed under the door the North of the citadel.
The German detail is destroyed; a German brandished officer a white flag. After negotiation, the captain Fern authorizes the
German troops to go out of the citadel in ranks and in weapons before surrendering.
5 :30 pm :
The last German soldiers (300 on the whole) surrender and deliver their material.
The next days, the fights will continue for the 1st DB who will turn eastward, letting the
2nd DB free the North of the department. On September 15th, Haute‐Marne will be
completely freed.

The capitan
Baudouin
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